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Multiple discourses of SIA

• In European Union circles, SIA is the process of assessing 

the extent to which a policy is likely to deliver social 

outcomes consistent with current social policy objectives –

an ex ante policy assessment tool.

• In philanthropy circles, SIA is the process of analysing the 

social changes, both positive and negative, which arise 

from an organisation’s work – an organisational 

effectiveness tool.

• In impact assessment circles (and industry), SIA as the 

social equivalent of environmental impact assessment, both 

a regulatory tool for determining project acceptability and 

an industry tool for managing the social impacts of 

projects.



SIA is well established 

• an international concept, originating in the 

USA in the 1970s, required by law in many 

countries and by many international agencies;

• Standard operating practice for many 

companies

• a strong professional community

– a professional association, conferences, 

journals and a body of literature;

• a ‘paradigm’ – a body of theory and practice, 

an established value system;

• It is a ‘field of practice’ and a

community of scholars.



SIA is used in many ways

• by companies to manage social risks (part of their 

social and environmental management systems)

• by communities to understand the social impacts 

of a project and consider their response 

• by NGOs acting on behalf of communities, often 

to resist projects

• by funding bodies to make decisions about 

whether to invest (due diligence assessment)

• by government regulatory agencies as part of the 

environmental approvals process



Codifying SIA

International Association for Impact Assessment

www.iaia.org

http://www.iaia.org/uploads/pdf/SIA_Guidance_Document_IAIA.pdf

2003

2015

http://www.iaia.org/uploads/pdf/SIA_Guidance_Document_IAIA.pdf




Current definition

“SIA includes the processes of analysing, 
monitoring and managing the intended 
and unintended social consequences, 
both positive and negative, of planned 
interventions (policies, programs, plans, 
projects) and any social change processes 
invoked by those interventions.”

Source: Vanclay 2003 International Principles for SIA



Social impact assessment is the 

process of managing the social issues 

associated with projects.

SIA is impact assessment 

that focuses specifically on

the social considerations, 

rather than on biophysical 

(environmental) issues. 



Point of difference 1

• Social impacts are different in character to 

environmental impacts



Environmental (biophysical) impacts only happen 

when the first sod of soil is turned;

Social impacts start the moment there is 

speculation – even a rumour that something 

might happen.



Information travels fast

Misinformation travels faster 



The honeypot effect 

or stigmatization 

and reduction in 

property prices?

Influx management



• Environmental impacts tend to be only 

negative; Social impacts can be positive as well 

as negative.

• Environmental impacts may be temporal as 

well as long term, and are fairly stable; 

Social impacts change with the perceptions and 

feelings of people.



A major social impact is the 

fear and anxiety 

associated with the project.



Perception is reality



Point of difference 2

• People react



Over 200 forms of protest

• Die-in

• Digital sit-in

• Flash mob

• Picketting

• Protest art

• Protest camp

• Sit-in 

• Street march

• Street theatre

• Ad-busting, brandalism

• Activist shareholding

• Barricade, lockdown 

• Blockade

• Boycott

• Ecotage 

• Hacktivism

• Lawfare

• Sabotage

Hanna et al. 2016 “Conceptualizing social protest and the significance of protest action to 

large projects”, Extractive Industries and Society 3(1), 217-239. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.exis.2015.10.006

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.exis.2015.10.006


How projects can be affected

• Physical damage

• Lost production 

• Loss of legal licence

• Court actions (cost to 

defend)

• Fines by regulators

• Court awarded 

compensation demands

• Loss of reputation

• Stockmarket reaction

• Lost access to new sites

• Extra conditions imposed

• Increased cost of 

insurance & finance

• Staff time and Board time

• Diverted attention

Davis & Franks 2014 Costs of Company-Community Conflict in the Extractive Sector. Corporate Social Responsibility Initiative 

Report, John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA.  http://www.hks.harvard.edu/m-

rcbg/CSRI/research/Costs%20of%20Conflict_Davis%20%20Franks.pdf

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/m-rcbg/CSRI/research/Costs of Conflict_Davis  Franks.pdf


process is everything



Even the act of 

doing a social or 

environmental 

impact assessment 

can create social 

impacts.



Jacareacanga municipality

Munduruku people



• It’s not just about identifying the impacts, 

it is also about effectively managing the 

relationships between the project and the 

local communities

1989 Kayapo Indian, Tuira, with machete at the face of Jose 

Antonio Muniz Lopes, then Director of ELETRONORTE, project 

then called Kararao, now Belo Monte. 2013 



New age of social risks,

not just technical risks



Point of difference 3

• The regulators are now more diverse and 

diffuse



Voluntary E&S Initiatives at company level 



Voluntary E&S Initiatives

at industry level 



International Financial Institutions (IFIs)

28



financial industry guidelines 

(soft regulation)



70% of Project Finance in 

Developing Countries

http://www.fmo.nl/smartsite.dws?id=FMO_HOMEPAGE
https://www.kbc.com/MISC/D9e01/~N/~KBCCOM/~BZIZTPX/-BZIZTPN/
http://www.isjforum.com/1br/link_logos/seb.jpg
http://www.smfg.co.jp/english/
http://www.mcc.it/index.html










Columbia, Harvard, Stanford, MIT



• Mine in Guatemala

• Canadian mining 
company

• Swedish National 
Pension Funds

The power of 

ethical investment



• SIA is similar but different to EIA

• SIA is much more about MANAGING the 

social issues (at all project phases)

• SIA has to be incorporated into a project’s 

social and environmental management 

systems



Exploration/ 
Identification

•Context  review

• Issues scoping

•Management of 
social issues

Conceptual
•Options appraisal

•Baseline studies and scoping of 
social impacts

Pre-feasibility

• Select best option

•ToR for SIA

•Assessment, mitigation & enhancement

Feasibility & 
Planning

• SIMP

•Approvals process

•Optimise solution

Construction
•Monitoring

•Adaptive 
management

Operations
•Monitoring

•Adaptive 
management

Closure • SIA

There is a role for SIA
at all phases of the project



SIA and Social performance 1/3 

• Undertake an ex-ante assessment of likely social impacts

• Liaise with the EIA team to ensure that the social aspects of environmental 

impacts and the environmental impacts of social changes are considered 

• Compile a community profile (i.e. a description of the local social context)

• Construct a social baseline relevant for decision-making and documenting 

social changes (i.e. collect data for key social variables to document the pre-

impact state)

• Identify and implement changes to the project and undertake other actions to 

mitigate social impacts 

• Plan the resettlement and/or compensation for people who will experience 

economic displacement in instances where there is no alternative

• Prepare a Resettlement Policy Framework, Resettlement Action Plan, 

Livelihood Restoration and Enhancement Plan and ensure that these are 

integrated into the project development plans and timeframes



SIA and Social performance 2/3 

• Undertake human rights due diligence and human rights impact 

assessments, involving human rights experts as necessary

• Identify ways of enhancing the benefits of the project

• Identify stakeholders, and map their interests, relationships, and 

potential two-way project-stakeholder impacts

• Facilitate genuine community engagement processes consistent with 

the spirit of Free, Prior and Informed Consent

• Where Indigenous communities are involved, assist in processes to 

comply with formal Free, Prior and Informed Consent requirements 

• Assist affected communities in understanding what the likely social 

impacts of a proposed project might mean for them

• Enhance local content and local procurement arrangements

• Monitor social issues



SIA and Social performance 3/3 

• Design and implement social investment actions

• Establish appropriate compensation mechanisms

• Design and implement grievance mechanisms

• Negotiate Impacts & Benefits Agreements

• Develop Social Impact Management Plans

• Prepare documentation for a regulatory authority

• Identify issues and/or obligations for addressing the management of 

social impacts to be included in contracts with project subcontractors

• Prepare performance standard compliance documentation for a 

financial institution (World Bank, IFC, another multilateral 

development bank, or an Equator Principles bank)

• Undertake a due diligence assessment or audit of social performance 

for a community, NGO or for a financial institution

• Assist in closure planning. 



SIA process

Understanding the issues

Profiling

Stakeholder analysis

Creating deliberative 
spaces

Issues scoping

Community assets 
and aspirations 
identification

Predicting & assessing likely impacts

Collaborative selection 
of sustainability and 
impact indicators

Baseline indicator data 
collection

Impact significance 
determination

Social and economic 
development 
opportunities 
assessment

Developing strategies

Collaborative 
assessment and 
ranking of strategies

Impact & benefits 
agreements (IBAs)

Social Impact 
Management Plan 
(SIMP)

Partnerships to  
implement

Funding and 
governance for SIMP & 
IBAs

Developing monitoring 
programs

Monitoring framework 
for SIMP & IBAs

Final SEIA report

Participatory process and reporting-back throughout all stages



SIA has an effect through:

• working with regulatory agencies and financial 

institutions to contribute to decision-making and 

approval processes (including determining 

consent conditions)

• working with the proponent to improve projects 

through project (re)design, site selection, and 

design and implementation of mitigation 

measures and monitoring programs etc

• working with communities to assist in coping 

with change and planning for positive futures



SIA benefits

• Communities: more say in decisions, they become 

revitalised, social capital is built, harmful impacts are 

avoided, and project benefits are maximised.

• Private sector (proponent): improved relations with 

local communities, workforces, and important 

stakeholders; social license to operate; costly 

mistakes avoided; risk of future compensation 

payouts reduced; improved siting decisions.

• Government agencies (competent authorities): better 

information on which to make decisions

• Financial Institutions: better information on which to 

assess risks; compliance with Equator Principles; 

potential role in mentoring clients.



Business case for SIA

• Effective risk identification and management

• Access to land and resources

• Access to local workforce and suppliers

• Early identification of issues

• Reduction of costs 

• Full cost consideration 

• Greater certainty for investors, government, and society

• Attain a legal and social license to operate 

• Improve stakeholder relations

• Maintain company and product reputation

• Increase long-term success and avoid delays, 
shutdowns, and potentially the closure of projects



SIA adds value to all business drivers 



Some new concepts and trends



• Labelling the opposition of local peoples as 

‘NIMBY’ is not helpful





Going from NIMBY to PIMBY requires that 

businesses/projects rethink how they engage 

with communities. 

• They need to treat communities with respect;

• They need to demonstrate the social value 

of the project;

• They need to provide local benefits;

• They need to earn their 

‘social licence to operate’.



Social licence to operate 

• “when a project has the ongoing approval within 

the local community and other stakeholders”

• “demands on and expectations for a business 

enterprise that emerge from neighbourhoods, 

environmental groups, 

community members, 

and other elements of the 

surrounding civil society”



The community 

is never 

homogenous 

or singular. 

Always say 

‘communities’ 

or ‘publics’ 

in the plural.

Multiple social licences are needed



Shared value

• Redefining the role of the company



Benefit sharing

• More than just social investment



Local content in 

workforce and supply chains



Pro-active commitment 

to local procurement

• Not just purchasing goods and services 

from local suppliers

• But adapting procurement processes to 

ensure local suppliers can supply

• Working with local suppliers to assist them 

in meeting specifications

• Potentially having a preferential policy that 

might even allow a price consideration



International conventions

• 1989 ILO Convention 169 (article 16) 

(20 countries only) 

• 2007 United Nations Declaration on the 

Rights of Indigenous Peoples (article 10)

(now 192 countries)



FPIC

• Free, no coercion, intimidation or manipulation 

by companies or governments, and no 

retaliation. 

• Prior, consent should be sought and received 

before any activity is commenced and that 

sufficient time must be provided for adequate 

consideration by any affected communities. 



FPIC

• Informed, there is full disclosure by project 

developers of their plans in a language 

acceptable to affected communities, and each 

community has a reasonable understanding of 

what those plans will likely mean for them, 

including of the social impacts they will 

experience. 

• Consent, communities have a real choice to say 

yes or no, and that there is a workable 

mechanism for determining whether there is 

widespread consent in the community as a 

whole



FPIC has teeth

• In 2012 the Inter-American Court of Human Rights decided in 

favour of the applicant in a decade-long judicial battle, Kichwa

Indigenous People of Sarayaku v. Ecuador. Ecuador had not 

only not adequately consulted, it had failed to protect.

• Compensation payments (US$1 million) and 

PetroEcuador/Chevron project halted



Not just for Indigenous

• FPIC is an appropriate philosophy to apply 

to all communities.

• It demonstrates respect for communities

• It is consistent with the social licence to 

operate



2011 

A significant development

Led to the question:

Where was human rights 

in the environmental, 

social and health impact 

assessments (ESHIA) that 

were being done?



Special Representative of 

the UN Secretary-

General on Human 

Rights and Transnational 

Corporations and Other 

Business Enterprises, 

John Ruggie

2005-2008, 

2008-2011



‘Protect, Respect and Remedy’ 

Framework
• the state duty to protect against human rights abuses 

by third parties, including business; 

• the corporate responsibility to respect human rights; 

• and greater access by victims to effective remedy, 
both judicial and non-judicial.

• Endorsed by the UN Human Rights Council in 2008

Not pillars, by interconnecting



The corporate responsibility

• duty to respect human rights

• duty to avoid harm

• requirement to address impacts (even if not 

directly responsible)

• requirement not to be complicit in human 

rights abuse by third parties

• duty to apply leverage

• duty for a company to be prepared to deal 

with human rights issues



Human Rights cover everything

• Human rights are being construed as being more 

than the democratic and civil rights normally 

understood as individual human rights

• A wide range of issues related to our dignity as 

people and our basic needs are now being 

construed and constructed as human rights, 

including access to health care, water, clean 

environment, food, etc



Source: Nomogaia (2012) HRIA 3.0 Toolkit (available online:

http://www.nomogaia.org/HRIA_Tools.html) 

Human rights and emerging rights

http://www.nomogaia.org/HRIA_Tools.html


Social Performance Management 

in Complex Supply Chains

• Not just the proponent, but all the contractors as well





Social 

Impact

Management

Plan



Making sense of it all

• SLO is what companies/projects need

• SIA is the process to get SLO

• FPIC is treating communities with respect

• IBA, SIMP and organisational action plans 

are the outputs

• Sustainable communities is the outcome



Frank.Vanclay@rug.nl  
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Some useful resources

SIAhub

www.socialimpactassessment.com

• International Association for Impact Assessment 

www.iaia.org


